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Abstract 

BeeLivingSensor is a project with the goal of using 30'000 to 50'000 honey bees from a colony as living 
sensors for measuring the hive's health and environmental changes in a non-invasive way. The main 
goal of our project was to identify optimal algorithms for object-recognition and tracking of bees arriving 
and leaving the bee hive entrance. 

This paper is divided into three main parts. In the introduction we explain the state of current 
research and the bee hive systems in our study. In the first section we explain the object detection per
formed by using YOLOv4. One of goals of this project was to find the best fitting models for the different 
hives, by exploring the space of training possibilities, we explain how we trained and validated the mod
els using the data provided by the ElHZ-IMSB and in the recommendations we suggest strategies for 
the future training of models. The second part focuses on bee tracking since it's heavily dependent on 
the bee detection in video sequences. We explain the major decisions in developing the algorithm and 
validate it with different video settings. In the conclusion we make a reference to the contributions we 
did for the ongoing BeeLivingSensor Ooud Platform Project. 

Introduction 

In recent years, Precision Beekeeping has developed into an active field of research where data is ex
tracted from the beekeeping process and enriched with external data for making more informed deci
sions, monitor the state of the colony and be able to automatically pace some processes [24]. 

Some research has been conducted to improve the detection of honey bees, mainly under laboratory 
conditions that restrains the natural movement and behaviour of bees in the hive's entry, like exempli
fied in the figures of Table 1, where bees are set under unnatural light conditions [2], guided trough 
narrow channels for counting with light barriers [10] or tagging them with RFlD chips [8]. Parallel, 
there is great effort applied to the problems of multi-object tracking in videos in academia, research and 
the industry [23] [4], [22]. The main task of object detection is the location of objects by ''bounding" 
them in rectangular boxes, and the classification of the detected bounded object in the classes that were 
set for the learning process of the algorithm. The goal of our project was to generate algorithms and 
pipelines that were able to identify the bees in video recordings as they approach their real-life bee hive 
entrances and as they leave them, to get information that should allow the identification of bee traffic. 
This Masters in Informatics project was developed in cooperation with the ElHZ Institute for Molecular 
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Systems Biology (IMSB) inside the frame of the long-term project BeeLivingSensor for data integration, 
bee watching and citizen-science. We took over the work from a previous team of the ETH DataLab 
where they used TensorFlow models. 

(a) Honey bees in the camera field of view 
(Babic et. al.; 2016). 

(c) Honey bees going trough light barrier 
counting tunnels (Hudson; 2019). 

(b) Visual monitoring device in front of the 
hive entrance et. al 

(d) Example of bees trying to remove the RFID 
tag (De Souza; 2018). 

Table 1: Intrusive observation devices. 

Some challenges that are present on the problem of multi-object detection and tracking in video are 
frequent occlusions as bees walk on top of another, bee "bunching", strong resemblance between ob
jects and low resolution images, appearance and disappearance of bees and other objects, measurement 
differences and noise due to different video sources. 
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Figure 1: Flow of steps based on (Khan et. al.; 2019). 

Analyzing diverse hive systems For the object detection, the ETHZ-IMSB provided us with video 
footage of 11 different bee hives. A very common type of hive entry is rectangular, where the material 
and colors vary, like seen in Table 2; in Table 3 we had two examples of hive entries with circular shape 
and built in wood; in Table 4 we have hive entries built in more raw, "un-worked", materials like a cavity 
in a tree and a whole made in a hive made of hemp fiber. As part of our experiments was to test the 
viability of our algorithms in low resolution video taken from a usual mobile phone (Table 5). 
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(b) Echolinde 

(e) UnitedQueens 

Table 2: The hives under study. "Common" hive types. 

(a) Chueried_Ol (b) Froh14 

Table 3: The hives under study. Round entry hive types. 

For our project, 3'000 frames were annotated. While training the NN, YOLO requires two sets of images, 
called the training and the testing set, we distributed 80% and 20% of the training frames. Additionally, 
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(a) Chueried_Hempbox 

(b) Froh_23_TreeCavity 

Table 4: The hives under study. Structured-background hive types. 

(a) ClemensHiveRed (b) ClemensHiveYellow 

Table 5: The hives under study. Low resolution mobile telephone video. 
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we set apart an amount of images that was at least the size of the testing set for cross-validation of 
the trained models (Table 8). YOLO works with a special file format of one text file per image that 
includes the coordinates, that are normalized in the range [0,1] and a numeric representation of the 
label; there is additionally a labelmap which maps the numeric IDs to strings for the object class. The 
ground truth data includes the image name, the classes of the annotated objects and the true bounding 
box coordinates of each of the objects in that image. 
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Object Detection are teclmologies that aim to detect instances of objects of a certain class in digital images 
and videos. Deep convolutional networks (DCNNs) have been developing fast in the last years and they 
are a preferred choice over previous machine learning hand-crafted methods. One of the reason for the 
good performance of CNNs is that they learn more representative features [23]. 

While testing some TensorFlows models, we also tried YOLOv3. We trained a general model that 
included all the hives. The results were somehow encouraging because we got 72% recall, 90%preci
sion, after using a loU threshold of 0.7 in Froh14, which was positive compared to the average 0.77 
loU reported by the previous team. For UnitedQueens we got R:0.93, P:0.99, compared to 0.799; for 
Chueried_Ol we got similar values than from the E1H team 0.63, however for Froh23_TreeCavity we 
got 0.1 instead of 0.673. 

In April 2020 YOLOv4 was released with significant improvements in terms of speed and perfor
mance, like observed in Figure 2 [6]. After training one general model and comparing the improvements 
we moved all project efforts into YOL0v4. 
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Figure 2: Comparison of YOLOv4 and other state-of-the-art object detectors (Bochkovskiy et. al.; 2020). 

Model Training and Validation 

The first goal of the project was to find the best fitting model for each hive, by exploring the space of 
training possibilities aiming to find viable strategies. Each of the following subsections explains our 
motivation to test the given training strategy, the results we obtained and our conclusions about the 
given strategy. 

In multi-object detection the models predict the occurrence and position of objects in the given image 
or video frame. For an understandable evaluation of our models we use precision and recall to evaluate 
the quality of the model's detection. Recall or true positive rate measures how good the model detects all 

the truly existing objects ( TJ.{FN). Precision or positive prediction value shows how much of the detected 

objects are actually correct ( T P7JF P). In our project, for the validation phase, we set a threshold of 0.70 

loU for a bounding box to be counted as a TP. In this report, we normally use precision and recall for 
comparisons, in case we talk about model rankings, this is based on F2-Score as shown in Table 15 in the 
Appendix. 

Training 

For the training of our object detection models we worked in Google Colab. We worked mainly with 
the Darknet framework. YOL0v4, OpenCV, Nvidia cuDNN and sqlite3. The YOLO models are trained 
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with starting weights (darknet53.conv.74.weights) that wer originally pre-trained for feature extraction 
in the ImageNet dataset and for detection on the COCO dataset, only the weights for the convolutional 
layers are included, excluding the weights for the final fully connected layer which outputs the class 
probabilities for classification. YOLOv4 demands two sets of images, one for training and one test set 
that is used during the training to adjust the weights, this sets are displayed in Table 6. When we started 
navigating the dimensions for training we kept using all beehives in the test-set because we wanted 
to review the generalization of the models. Except otherwise explained the models are trained using a 
test-set that includes all bee hives. 

Training Test 
Avg. Avg. 

Beehive Nr. Frames Nr.Bees 
Bees/Frame 

Nr. Frames Nr.Bees 
Bees/Frame 

Chueried_Hempbox 160 3128 20 40 763 
Chueried_Hive01 80 531 7 20 134 
ClemensRed 80 1266 16 20 321 
Clemens Yellow 80 1942 24 20 429 
Doettingen_Hive1 160 5021 31 40 1359 
Echolinde 80 3563 45 20 826 
Echolinde_Night 80 1793 22 20 408 
Erlen_Hive04_diagonalview 160 2326 15 40 583 
Erlen_Hive04_frontview 160 2268 14 40 569 
Erlen_Hive04_smartphone 80 1068 13 20 306 
Erlen_Hive11 80 5990 75 20 1629 
Erlen_Hive11_Night 80 3066 38 20 905 
Froh14 160 1591 10 40 481 
Froh23_TreeCavity 160 616 4 40 156 
United Queens 160 1638 10 40 406 

Table 6: Image sets for model training 

Validation set 

In order to find strategies for training in the Azure platform by prioritizing the different possible di
mensions, it is important to qualitatively compare the trained models. In the field of object detection 
the COCO and Pascal VOC are datasets that support the research for object detection by providing a 
standard benchmark for models to be compared against each other for performance review, like it is 
observed in Figure 2 where YOLOv4 is compared to other object detectors using the COCO dataset [9]. 

In Table 7 we observe the large difference in performance that different models have on the same 
video frame. We see this behaviour on different models and hives despite models having achieved a 
high mAP on the same test data while training. 

(a) Echolinde_Night Frame with Echolinde_Night (b) Echolinde_Night Frame with Froh23_TreeCavity 
Model Model 

Table 7: Different models applied to same video frame from Echolinde_Night. 

19 
7 

16 
21 
34 
41 
20 
15 
14 
15 
81 
45 
12 
4 

10 
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For our project we developed our own dataset for bench marking. To have a broad and accurate idea 
of the performance of each model and the weight of the dimension we chose. Furthermore, we make 
a cross-validation from all models using the validation set in order evaluate how our models might 
generalize. 

In Table 8 we explain the number of frames and bees that we used to validate each bee hive. Addi
tionally, in table 9 we augmented the set with color casting on green, red and gray-scale. To find the best 
models, we applied cross-validation, meaning that each of our trained models was validated against all 
other hives. For the most of our validations, except otherwise explained, we will use all bee hives except 
the low resolution videos (ClemensRed and ClemensYellow) and Chueried_Hempbox because of the 
highly textured and shaded background. 

Beehive Recording Nr. Frames Nr.Bees Avg. 
Bees/Frame 

Chueried_HemEbox topfront 40 774 
Chueried_Hive01 topfront 20 132 
ClemensRed topfront 20 336 
Clemens Yellow top front 20 486 
Doettingen...Hive1 top front 40 1301 
Echolinde top front 20 921 
Echolinde_Night topfront night 20 432 
Erlen Hive04 diagonalview diagonal 40 607 
Erlen_Hive04_frontview topfront 40 570 

Erlen_Hive04_smartphone diagonal 
20 302 smartphone 

ErlenJiivell top front 20 1632 
Erlen_Hive11_Night topfront night 20 788 
Froh14 top front 40 419 
Froh23_ TreeCavity top front 40 158 
United Queens topfront 40 408 

Table 8: Validation images 

BeeHive Recording Nr. Frames Nr.Bees 

Chueried_Hive01_green80 topfront 20 132 
Chueried_Hive01_red70 topfront 20 132 
Erlen_Hive11_grayscale topfront 20 1632 
Erlen_Hive11_red70 topfront 20 1632 

Table 9: Additional validation images 

Validation outcomes 

Activation Functions 

19 
7 
17 
24 
33 
46 
22 
15 
14 

15 

82 
39 
10 
4 
10 

Avg. 
Bees/Frame 
7 
7 
82 
82 

Activation functions define when a neuron will be activated based on it's input, they aim to introduce 
non-linearity, that is required to solve complexity. In 2019 Misra proposed Mish, a new activation func
tion with improved performance [14]. In 2020 Darknet-Yolov4 included this activation function [6]. 
However, the Python library OpenCV, which we used for analyzing video and bulk management of 
frames, only included the support for Yolov4 on April29, 2020 [3]. We tested the Leaky against the 
Mish activation function and in Table 14 we show the performance differences of the relevant ..hives (ex
cluding the low resolution hives and the Chueried_Hempbox due to its highly textured and shaded 
background), the recall increased by 9.8% and the precision by 5%. 
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At the start of the project we placed a lot of effort in labeling large amounts of images. We then added 
this as a dimension to be researched. For bee hives Echolinde and Froh_14 we tested the impact of the 
number of training images on performance. We generated configuration files with 10, 20, 40, 80 and 160 
frames. The best models for both beehives were the ones with 80 images. For Froh14 this model is the 
overall top model with recall of 0.916 and precision of 0.909. For Echolinde, the 80-model was the 2nd 
top model (R:0.925, P:0.974) with a difference to 1st of -0.013 in recall and a gain of 0.012 in precision. 
After reaching this results we decided to train all our models with 80 images. 

Mobile phone video • low and high resolution 

With the low resolution videos we achieved a maximum recall of 55% for OemensYellow and 76% 
for ClemensRed, with precision of 79% and 76%. With high resolution Erlen_Hive04_smartphone we 
reached an F2-score of 93.6%. We recommend the use of HD images and video. 

Frame manipulation 

• Background subtraction. Kale used the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) background subtraction 
method achieving improvements in the results for object recognition to a certain degree, but ac
knowledged that the method had difficulties identifying bees when they move too close or when 
they touch because then the model only finds one single contour Ill], like observed in the larger 
bounding box in Figure 3. 

Figure 3: From left to right: Background subtracted from image with bees. Contours surrounding fore
ground and their bounding boxes.(Khan et. al.; 2019). 

We did some experiments with background subtraction with different parameters and models, like 
transforming the image to gray-scale before processing, applying Gaussian blur. Our attempts 
showed that, because of the nature of our images where the background is very structured, the 
shadows change constant!~ and because, unlike in the academic studies, there is not a strong 
contrast between the background and the object to be detected. We show some examples of our 
test in table 10. We do not recommend to try to apply background subtraction for the current state 
and natural condition of the beehives under study. 

• Color manipulation Shiji et al. {20] explains several different techniques for data augmentation, 
one of them is color color casting (or jittering). We tested color casting in Chueried_HiveOl and 
Erlen_Hivell. The models trained with color manipulated images returned worst results as the 
models trained on unchanged images, ranking only 6th and 4th, worst than the 3rd places that 
individual training for the same hive ranked. 

Camera Angles 

In Erlen_Hive04 we tested three different angles, shown in Table 11. The angle that reached the best per
formance was the top frontal view with F2-Score of 0.982, followed by the diagonal angle with 0.9605 
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Table 10: Different background subtraction methods. 
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and another diagonal angle from the smartphone camera in HD that reached 0.936. We can also ob
serve that the smarphone model reached a better performance with 0.043 F2-Score difference than the 
frontview model when applying on the the frames of the diagonal view; we see the same results in the 
smartphone frames, where the diagonalview model was ranked 3rd. This reflects that the similarity of 
the angles between models improves the model performance. 

(a) Erlen_Hive_04 top front view (b) Erlen_Hive_04 diagonal view 

(c) Erlen_Hive_04 mobile diagonal 
view 

Table 11: Different camera angles for Erlen Hive 04. 

General model 

Because of the convenience of having one general model to apply to any given hive, our first step was 
to train a model (staged_2/all_HD_hives_40) with images from all relevant beehives, we excluded the low 
resolution hives (ClemensRed and Clemens Yellow) and the augmented data from color manipulation. 
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In average, the top model returns 4% more recall and the difference in precision is 0.3%. The general 
model ranked 4th in average. 

Night models 

Echolinde and Erlen_Hive_ll presented videos with night setting. The models that were specifically 
trained with the night images performed as the best models. The second best model for this night 
frames was the general model (staged_2/all_HD_hives_40) that also included images of the night settings 
in its training. The models of the related beehives that were trained only on day-light images performed 
only 9th and lOth place with 0.29 and 0.39less recall as the top model. 

Set of test frames 

In the YOLO trainig, the set of test images is used to adjust the weights. We tested the difference between 
using a test set with only the images of the current beehive (individual_training) against our normal 
training where the set includes images of all the beehives (single_training). We received mixed results, 
and this might be part of future work when model managed is automated. 

Staged training 

After testing a general model, we wanted to research the impact of training clusters of beehives and 
how it's configuration might impact the performance. This proved to be a complex task due to the high 
number of combinations that can be produced. We tried to train clusters where all the beehives were of 
similar shapes and some where the hives had diverse shapes, we tried different numbers of beehives. 
In our presentation 1 we explain the detailed results of each our staged trainigs comparing the results 
of the model for each of the included beehives. In our small amount of combinations, we observed that 
single_training performed better than clustering for the "common shaped" beehives; we observed that 
including one not-similar shaped beehive reduced the model performance and that mixing different 
shapes does not improve performance on beehives not included in the training, even if they have similar 
shape that one of the included ones. 

Object Detection Recommendations 

After our investigations into which factors are important for the improvement of performance in the 
training of the models we recommend to use Mish as activation function, unless a new improved func
tion is released. By using only 80/20 images to train the models, we reached results of F2-Score over 
0.9 in 9 out of 10 relevant hives and over 0.95 in 5 out of 10, we recommend to validate the training of 
the models with a similar "low" number of images and validate if the performance is satisfactory be
fore moving into other strategies. Like observed from Erlen_Hive04, we suggest to keep using the top 
frontal view that is common in the other beehives, however, in case the camera would need to be set in 
another angle, a retraining of the model might be necessary. In case the camera will be taking footage 
on night mode, if only one model per hive will be trained then the night images should be included 
in the training of this model. We experienced the managing of this staged training as complex and to 
train all the possible combinations might not bring justifiable performance benefits. The study of this 
clustering might be part of future work, or tried when the model performance of a single training is low, 
for example less than 0.9X F2-Score. 

Object Detection Summary 

For the 10 relevant hives, we trained models where nine out of 10 reached over 0.9 recall and five of 10 
reached over 0.95 recall. A precision over 0.9 was reached by nine and over 0.095 by seven. All this 
models were trained with 80/20 frames and five of the models were single training and the rest staged 
training, however in the cases where the staged training was the top, the individual training models 
reached 2nd and 3rd places, with low differences in F2-Score so they could be viable substitutes for 
the clustered trained models. A list of the model results for the different hives can be found in our git 
repositorf. 

1 https: // github.com/GLopezMUZH/ bee_tracking_NN /blob / master / Documents/ BeeWatch_Engeli_Lopez_MasterProjectReport_S.pdf 
2https : // github.com/ GLopezMUZH/bee_tracking_NN /blob / master / ObjectDetection/ hlve_top_models.xlsx 
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In the second part o£ this report we utilize the object detection models in cnder to track objects over 
time. The goal of the bee tracking is maintaining a counting system to determine the traffic ie. how 
many bees flew in and out of a hive. At the end of this aec:tion we will amdud: an experiment using this 
anmting system to analyze the traf&c in a video of a bee hive. 

The design o£ a awlti-object tracldng (MOl') system in a video aequeliAle amsistll of a loop of two 
backward dependent pam: Srst detecting multiple objedl in frame 1 and secolld aaaodating these 
objects in frame 1 to tlul6e in frame f- 1 [12). The development of the MOT is bued. on the principles 
observed in [19]. The detection of multiple objecta comes from the YOLO model previously d.iscu88ed. 
The quaJH:y o£ a Mar ayatem nilies ultimately on the accuracy and recall of the object detection models 
[12.] [5]. 

Our Mar !l)'&tem works in a d.ecoupled way wheze the detedion of a video (sequence of fl:amal) IDe 

6rst stored in a databue and then in a second step .l!etrieved. to 8lUllyze the traSk .flow of the bees in 
the tapectl.ve video. Thla procea Ia twofold because of two reuona. Plrat. the object detection nquhea 
computational power. For example detecting all objects wttbin a single frame takes up on average 
roughly 1.63 seconds using Coogle CoJab. If we work with a video of length 60 seconds arul100 frames 
per seamd, this results in 6000 frames and a pnx:easing time of about 2. hours and 40 minutes. In order 
to distribut2 the oomputational power on to different devia!s, the goal is to divide expensive tasks into 
stand alone parts for cloud pJatfmm oufllourdng. Seamd, to develop the algorithm for tracking and 
anmting the bees, the process of retrlevlllg c:con:Unates .from a stable and. instantly accessible source is 
much mom elficiel'lt than detecting those coordinates every time from a video sequeN:e. 

The Mar system proposed in this report works 1n Je£ereN:e to [22.) with £our life stages and is ex
t2nded by a fifth life stage. Those five life stages IDe illustrated in figule 5. The five life stages me 
aa:mding to [.22] the management of detec:licm, registration. matclling, deregistration and handling the 
disappeared objec:l&. Bach of these life atages is amnecled. via a path denoted with ll.iE{l,z,3,4,e,e,'l'}· In 
cnder to analyze the tJaffic flow o£ bees in a !leqllena! of frames, we retrieve &ame by &.me &am a 
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distance to it. The main reason to not only rely on the maximum overlap measure is because we work 
with fast moving objects compared to walking people or slowly driving cars. Especially in scenarios 
where the bees were recorded with low frame per second ratios, the bounding boxes have no overlap at 
all because of the movement speed. In order to overcome this problem, we introduce another procedure 
by comparing the objects based on their distance. 

(2) 

The first procedure takes into account the pairwise distance between every object in b1 and b1_ 1 

with bi E JR4 : i E {1, ... , n }. Therefore, we compute the euclidean distance matrix in reference to [22] 
and [1] in equation 2. After obtaining the distance matrix D we iterate over the columns which represent 
the objects of b f and sort it after the smallest distance for every index of the registered objects of b f _1 . 

Meaning we fix the index of bJ and look for the index of the closest object in b,_1 . In an optimal case 
where every object of bJ-1 was found in proximity in bJ, then the distance matrix D would have the 
smallest euclidean distances in the main diagonal. Because of the movement, the object detection records 
the detected objects in a different order. 
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Figure 6: Left: distance matrix D with distanced colored from close (red) to far (blue). Right: ordered 
distance matrix Dorder ed also colored from close (red) to far (blue) 

A specific example of this ordering process is shown in figure 6 with the comparison of two frames. 
On the left hand side is a heat map, showing on they-axis all registered objects (b/_1) of the previous 
frame and on the x-axis all incoming objects (bJ) of the current frame. This image is a colored visual
ization of the distance matrix D. It is important to note that Dis not a square matrix. This means if 
D E JRm*n and m > n, then there are more objects registered than found on the current frame, which 
results in a dimiensionality mismatch. In the case of our example in figure 6 the distance matrix has the 
form D E JR23*22 • This means one object disappeared between f -1 and f and we can only reassign 22 of 
23 objects in the current frame. On the other hand, if D E JRmm and m < n, additional objects appeared, 
which were not registered before. First, it is important to keep in mind that when looking at the x-axis 
of figure 6 that the numbering does not depend on the ID of the registered objects on the y-axis. The 
numbering is simply a temporary ID given to incoming objects and disregarded after matching the reg
istered objects. These temporary IDs reflect the order by which the object detection recorded the objects 
in the processed frame. This means that new objects can appear anywhere on the x-axis of the distance 
matrix D . In order to identify the newly appeared objects if D E JRm*n and m < n, we apply the linear 
sum assignment (equation 3), also known as the Hungarian or Munkres algorithm as used in [4] and 
formally explained in [7]: 
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(3) 

where D E JRm•n is the distance matrix, d;,j is the distance between registered object i and the incoming 
object j. We obtain a resulting binary matrix A E JRm•n, where ai,j = 1 if and only if the i-th registered 
object is assigned to the j-th incoming object, if there was no match, then aiJ = 0. By obtaining the 
optimal assignment, we check for the temporary IDs which are not contained in the optimal assignment 
since there has not been a registered object for the newly appeared objects. When identified these new 
objects, we first register those objects on path a3 and start over on path a2 to calculate the new distance 
matrix D, which now has the form D E !Rn"n. 

By looking at the colors of the left plot of figure 6 we note that we are not in an optimal scenario 
as described above, where the closest distances, colored in red, are on the main diagonal. Especially 
between objects 10 and 15 it is notable that the object detection recorded the objects in a different order 
such that we end up in a color mismatch. Overall, dense regions can be observed by spotting red clusters 
on the heat map. These are locations where multiple objects are located in close proximity. Movement in 
those regions might lead to a a different order recording of the found objects during the object detection. 

The two aforementioned problems, dimensionality and color mismatch, lead to the already moti
vated necessity of reordering the distance matrix D by reassigning the incoming objects to the already 
registered objects. This is done as already described above by assigning the incoming objects to the regis
tered objects by the smallest euclidean distance such that the main diagonal of Doraered. has the minimal 
values of the distances in the row and columns. In detail, the dimensionality and color mismatch can be 
solved by iteratively assigning incoming objects to the closest registered objects and eliminating one of 
the registered objects where none of the incoming objects can be assigned to. In this specific example it 
can be observed that no incoming object had a close distance to object 11 and therefore object 11 would 
be marked as disappeared in the current frame. 

The second procedure employs a pairwise comparison of the overlapping bounding boxes of each 
object in bf and bf-l and tries to assign incoming objects where the overlap is maximal with an already 
registered object. This concept was already applied in [4] using the intersection-over-union (IOU) score 
shown in 4. Similarly as in the first procedure with reordering the distance matrix D such that the 
minimal distance lies on the main diagonal, we reorder the overlap matrix 0 such that the maximal 
IOU scores lie on the main diagonal of 0. Creating the overlap matrix 0 also requires the pairwise 
comparison of incoming objects and already registered objects. The overlap matrix 0 also suffers from 
dimensionality and color mismatch problems. We apply a similar ordering algorithm to iteratively 
assign incoming objects to the registered objects such that their IOU scores are maximal and the resulting 
Ooraerea is a square matrix. The implementation in the code was lead by a suggested answer from [21]. 

IOU(a b) _ Area(a) nArea(b) 
' - Area( a) U Area(b) 

(4) 

By applying both procedures, the distance and overlap matching of incoming objects and registered 
objects, it is possible to obtain a diverging assignment of those objects. To overcome differing matches, 
we merge both orderings and favor the ordering resulting from the IOU matching process due to the 
usage in literature as in [4] and [5]. However, the IOU matching procedure requires an overlap of the 
objects in the frames f and f - 1. As soon as the objects move between the frames in a higher speed, 
which is plausible with bees, their bounding boxes do not overlap anymore which results in IOU scores 
to be 0. The overlap matrix 0 is sparser compared to the distance matrix D. Whenever this is the case, 
we favor the association of the distance matching procedure. 

As a last step before definitely assigning the incoming objects of the current frame to the registered 
objects, a comparison with a threshold is done. Without a threshold, suppose we only have one object in 
frame f - 1 and only one object in frame f , which are not the same and are located on the opposite site 
in each frame. By simply applying the matching procedure, they would end up with a IOU score in the 
overlap matrix 0 of 0 and a large distance in the distance matrix D. However, because these are the only 
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objects which can be compared between f - 1 and f, it would be the best fit even though, they are not 
the same object. By introducing a threshold for the maximal distance and minimal IOU score, we can 
limit the matching procedure to only assigning a match in close proximity. On the one hand, the IOU 
score of the match has to be equal or above u10u. Or on the other hand, the distance of the match has 
to be below or equal to ud. The distance threshold ud should behave inverse proportional to the frame 
rate. This is because with lower frame rates the movement of the objects between f - 1 and f is larger 
and therefore the threshold for distance is allowed to be larger. The IOU threshold Uiou is proportional 
to the frame rate because with smaller movement the overlap should be higher for matching objects. At 
least one of these criteria has to be met in order to assign an incoming object to a registered object. The 
absence of especially the distance threshold ud would allow matches of objects which are far away from 
each other and physically not possible to be the same object. Both ud and uwu can be set manually 
and depend on the frame rate of the video to adjust to the distance the objects can travel between frame 
f- 1 and f. If one of these criteria is met, the matches are sent back on path a3 visualized in figure 5 
in order to update the registry with the newly obtained locations of the registered objects and the IDs of 
the disappeared objects in the current frame. However, if the proposed match between registered and 
incoming object does not meet the requirements in form of the thresholds, the registered object would 
be reported as disappeared. 

Missing ObJects 

Missing objects originate from two different sources, either an object has left the frame or a false negative 
detection has been made during the object detection [5]. Because of these two sources, handling missing 
objects has a vital impact on the tracking task at hand. Bees can disappear in the video either by entering 
the hive or by flying out of the hive and out of the perception field of the camera. Whenever a bee is not 
visible anymore because it disappeared either in the hive or flew out, it could directly be deregistered. 
However, the tracking algorithm can not distinguish between a missing bee because it disappeared 
or because of a false negative detection. Therefore, every missing object has to be handled as a false 
negative detection and further looked for in the next t frames. 

A missing object results in a non square matrix during the matching process in both the distance 
matrix D and the overlap matrix 0 if for both D E Rm•n and m > nand 0 E Rm•n and m > n. Since we 
only can assign visible objects in the current frame f, the resulting matrices Dortiered and Oordered will 
have a square shape such that Dordered E R"*" and Oordered E R"*". The objects m- n are from f- 1 
where no incoming object of f can be matched with are sent via path a3 back to the registry after the 
matching process is finished. Every object that could not be matched in the current frame get sent via 
path a4 to a disappearance handler. Within this handler every object will be checked for the number of 
frames this object could not be matched with an incoming object of the current frame f. This threshold 
u disappeared is also dependent on the frame rate of the video and represents the memory of the tracking 
algorithm to keep looking for a missing object. If we work with a high frame rate, the movements of 
the objects are smaller and therefore more subsequent detections can be missed out in order to find the 
same object in close proximity again. If u disappeared = 0 the MOT has no memory of missing objects and 
would directly send the object via path ar to the deregistration process. However, if udisappeared = t 
with t > 0 the object will be kept registered in the registry without updating the current location for 
the next t frames on path 116· The objective with t > 0, which is represented as path a 5, is to overcome 
false negative detections and reassign the object during the matching process as soon as the object is 
detected again. For the case if u disappeared = t and t > > 0 disappeared objects are kept alive for a 
longer time and an ID switch becomes possible with another object in the exact same location as the last 
known location of the disappeared object. Whenever an object has been able to be matched again and 
the current location is updated in the registry, the counter Udisappeared gets reset. 

If the number of frames where the object could not be matched with any incoming objects such that 
u disappeared > t, the object is sent via ar to the deregistration process. During this process all attributes 
of the object are deleted and we can further investigate whether the object entered the or left the hive 
for the sake of counting the bees. 

Counting 

The initial goal of the bee tracking is to track bees over time to establish a counting system in order 
to be aware of how many bees enter and leave the hive. With the five life stages displayed in figure 
5 we maintain a registry of how many bees are active in the current frame and how many bees have 
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been deregistred due to disappearance in a number of subsequent frames. In order to tell how many 
bees actually entered or left the hive, only the deregistered objects and their last known location are 
informative. 

Contours on blank image 
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Figure 7: Left. detected contours on an image extracted from a hive video and manually drawn rectangle 
around the hive entry. Right: detected contours on a blank white image with a rectangle with the same 
coordinates as drawn on the extracted image on the left 

Over the span of the project, we have analyzed a number of different bee hives and most of those bee 
hives have different entries. Some are round and some are rectangular. Their location in the video are 
heavily dependent on how the camera was installed in front of the hive. This is why we established the 
definition of the entry as a manual process before being able to track and count the bees in this particular 
hive. Detecting the entry of a bee hive could be an own detection problem by itself, on which we did not 
focus on this project. Therefore, we first extract an arbitrary image from the video of a given hive with 
its height and width. Relative to those measures we draw either a circle or a rectangle, depending on the 
actual entry of the hive in the image, manually on top of the extracted image and record the coordinates 
of the drawn geometric form. With the help of the Python implementation of OpenCV [16], it is feasible 
to detect contours as continuous points along a specific color within an image. However, after searching 
for contours in the extracted image from a bee hive, not only the drawn geometric form as the entry was 
found but also other contours in the image. This problem can be observed on the left side in figure 7 
where many different contours are detected around the entry and on the lower right part of the image. 
Tiris is why we settled for an alternative contour detection with less noise in it. By creating a blank 
white image with the same height and width as the selected image from the video and the geometric 
form with the same relative coordinates, the contour detection only finds the drawn entry of the hive. 
Tiris method results in a clean detected contour in figure 7 on the right side. 
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Figure 8: Detected contours on a blank white image with a point polygon test of points A and B 

The extrapolation of the detected contours of a blank white image on the frames of the video from 
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the Doettingen hive results in a convex hull as described in [15]. The goal of working with a convex hull 
is to check with the OpenCV function of the point polygon test, whether a point lies within a contour 
or outside of it [17]. The applied principle of the point polygon test can be seen in figure 8, where two 
points are plotted. The coordinates of point A lie outside of the contour and point B inside of it. By 
applying the point polygon test on both points with respect to the contour we obtain -1 for point A 
for being outside of the contour and 1 for point B for being inside of the contour. If a point directly lies 
on the contour the obtained value would be 0. For every frame and every object detected, we check 
for the object being inside or outside the contour which is equivalent of being inside the hive entrance 
or outside of the hive entrance. Similarly as the past positions of the objects, we also record whether 
these positions were inside or outside of the contour. As soon as an object gets deregistered because it 
could not be found after a period of t frames, the history of positions gets analyzed with respect to the 
contour. We defined two policies of whether a pattern assembles to a bee entering the hive or leaving the 
hive. These policies incorporate a threshold u1 (equation 5) that is dependent on the frame rate of the 
video. Because a higher frame rate captures objects with smaller distances, the threshold u 1 is allowed 
to be higher than with smaller frame rates. For a bee to be counted as entering the hive the very first 
position of the bee has to be outside of the contour (point polygon test returning -1), there has to be at 
least u 1 - 1 detections of the bee outside of the contour and the last u 1 detections have to be inside the 
contour (point polygon test returning 1). Similarly, for a bee to be counted as exiting the hive, the first 
position has to be within the contour with at least u 1 - 1 detections inside the contour and the last u 1 
detections outside the contour. 

(5) 

Visual Representation 

During the development of the matching process the visual representation was key to identify the suc
cessful assignment between frames and the same bees. However, the frame by frame processing and 
storing the visual representation within a resulting video is computationally expensive. The resulting 
video consists of the input video and its detections and is therefore an exact copy of the video with 
additional annotations to it. Even though the development code with the visualized output can not be 
applied because of the aforementioned reasons for a streamlined and scaleable counting system, it may 
be very insightful to study the behaviour of bees around the hive. Therefore, we created two versions; 
the visualized counting and a more efficient variant of headless counting, which only keeps track of the 
traffic of bees. 

Both systems consist of a loop over all frames and the MOT which proceeds after the five life stages 
in figure 5. Before starting to loop over an input video, the video has to be analyzed by the object de
tection and all its results have to be stored in a database. Then, as described in the counting paragraph, 
an arbitrary image has to be extracted and the entry to the bee hive manually drawn. As soon as these 
three inputs (video, detections, coordinates of entry) are provided, both counting systems extrapolate 
the coordinates of the entry to a blank white image and detect the contours of the bee hive entrance. 
Furthermore, the frame rate of the video to be analyzed will be extracted from the video and the actual 
tracker initialized relative to the frame rate of the video. The MOT requires four inputs: the distance 
threshold ud, the IOU threshold Uiow the memory threshold of missing detection Udiaappeared and the 
maximal number of the trace, which only is required for visualization purposes. The visualized count
ing system reads in the input video and the maximal number of frames from the database, whereas the 
headless counting system only requires the maximum frames. Within a loop, the systems start with the 
first frame, extract all coordinates detected by the object detection from the database. All coordinates 
from the first frame complete the life stages in figure 5. As a result the tracker returns again the coor
dinates but this time with an ID and all past locations as centroids. Next, all current coordinates are 
checked whether the points are located within the contour of the drawn entrance or not. Every object 
and its position relative to the contour based on the point polygon test are stored in a separate dictio
nary. This dictionary gets extended with the position relative to the contour for every frame. As soon as 
the object is not registered anymore, those positions get analyzed by the policy from the counting para
graph and the counting parameters get updated if the policies hold. At the end, the visualized counting 
system annotates the frame with the current location, the ID and the tracks recorded for every object. 
Additionally, the counters for the number of bees flown in or out, the last recorded activity, the frame 
rate and the frame currently processed get displayed on the bottom left of the frame. As soon as all 
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frames of the video are processed, the visualized counting system stores the output as a video file. Both 
counting systems print out the resulting counts of the whole traffic analyzed at the end of the loop. An 
example of the output in video format can be seen in figure 9. 

Figure 9: Extraction of a frame during the visualized counting system loop with the contour around 
the entrance, the bees with their current location and past location as trace and the information on the 
bottom left 

Frame Rate Experiment 
As repeatedly mentioned in the sections above, the parameters for the headless and visualized counting 
system strongly depend on the frame rate of the input video. A higher frame rate in the video captures 
more frames per second. The cameras utilized to record test videos were able to film with 25, 50, 100 
and 200 FPS. If we consider a video with 200 frames per second, the counting system has twice as many 
frames to analyze the traffic of bees compared to a video with 100 FPS. The more frames per second a 
video provides, the smaller are the distances of moving objects within that video. This actively demon
strates that in general objects travel shorter distances between the frames and false negative detections 
have a lower chance to miss out reassignment. This section aims to analyze how well the counting sys
tems can cope with the different frame rates of videos and to give a recommendation of which frame 
rate works best for our counting systems. 

Therefore, we process the same video with the four frame rates and compare their output. Even 
though, we are provided with video sequences for each of the FPS settings, we decided to work with a 
single video recorded with 200 FPS. In order to establish a valid experimental foundation for comparison 
purposes, we scale down the same 200 FPS video to 100, 50 and 25 FPS by skipping frames. This is 
achieved by only looking at every second frame for 100 FPS, every fourth frame for 50 FPS and every 
eighth frame for 25 FPS. For each of these FPS settings we need to initiate the MOT with the parameters 
for the distance threshold a d , the IOU threshold O'iou1 the memory threshold a disappeared and the trace 
length. Both distance and IOU threshold can be set by example of a fast moving bee. Because such a 
bee would state the edge case for our counting system to still make a correct assignment and therefore 
represent the maximal distance and IOU score for the matching process. We located a exemplary bee 
which flies out of the hive in the middle of the aspect field and extracted the last two coordinates of 
the respective frames for each of the four FPS settings. The numbers we obtained by analysing a flying 
bee can be seen in table 12. The coordinates of the bounding box for the frame f are all the same for 
each frame rate setting because it is the last detection of the bee flying out. The only coordinates that 
change are the ones from frame f - 1, which is with decreasing frame rate further away from the last 
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detection. This can be observed by looking at the IOU scores and the euclidean distances for each frame 
rate setting. Even with 200 FPS the last two coordinates only overlap to 52.03%. The bounding boxes of 
the last two detections with 25 FPS do not overlap at all and result therefore in a IOU score of 0%. 

Frame Rate Coordinates f - 1 Coordinates f IOU Score Euclidean Distance 
200FPS (803, 458, 843, 529) (800,473,840,558) 0.5203 32.9242 
100FPS (807, 441, 840, 512) (800,473,840,558) 0.2598 56.9034 
50FPS (808, 410, 853, 475) (800,473,840,558) 0.0102 105.3138 
25FPS (814,345,854,400) (800,473,840,558) 0 204.3037 

Table 12: Threshold indication with bounding box coordinates in the form of (Xmin1Ymin,Xma:uYmax) of 
two frames with their respective IOU scores and euclidean distances for each analyzed frame rate setting 

In order to use these observed values for an edge case of a fast moving object, we added a small 
margin to cover other even more extreme cases. Therefore, we reduced the values for the IOU threshold 
O'iou from the observed IOU value of the last two frames of the flying bee. The only exception is the IOU 
threshold for the 25 FPS setting, where the observed IOU score was 0. H the IOU threshold would be 
adjusted to 0, every match would be possible and random assignments of missing objects can happen. 
Thus, we set the IOU threshold for 25 FPS to 0.0025 and let the distance be up to 250. The selected 
thresholds can be seen in table 13. The goal of different thresholds for each frame rate setting is to 
overcome the missing frames and the resulting distances the objects are apart from f- 1 to f. 

Frame Rate IOU threshold l7iou Distance threshold 17 d Memory 17 disappeared in frames 
200FPS 0.5 50 20 
100FPS 0.2 100 15 
50FPS 0.005 150 10 
25FPS 0.0025 250 5 

Table 13: Actual thresholds used for different frame rate setting for the counting systems 

For the purpose of comparing the traffic outcome of the different frame rate settings, we utilized 
our headless counting system and adjusted it to produce a more informative output. Therefore, not 
only the bees which flew in or out were counted but also their tracks were stored. We then plotted for 
better visibility the tracks of those bees on the blank white image, which was used to detect the bee hive 
entrance. First we produced for the each of the frame rate settings a visualized version of all incoming 
bees with their tracks in green and all outgoing bees with their tracks in red. The different outputs can 
be observed in figure 10. The main difference between the frame rate settings appears to be the length of 
the tracks especially of the incoming bees. When comparing the incoming count of the different frame 
rates, there were 90 bees counted in for 200 FPS and only around 55 for the remaining frame rates. Even 
though, the policy for incoming bees for lower frame rates are less restrictive, such that for example for 
100 frames per second, only 4 detections have to be within the contour of the hive entrance. However, 
the outgoing bees seem to be counted in a more comparable way since this policy allows objects with the 
first detection within the small contour and depending on equation 5 the number of detections outside 
of the contour. It can be observed that the policy for an incoming bee is harder to fulfi11 because the 
entrance is a narrow region with many bees in it. This may result in random switches if objects are not 
visible due to false negative detections or other bees crawling over each other. Additionally, it can be 
seen that the lower the frame rate gets, the less tracks are recorded in the middle to lower part of the 
figures in 10. This is due to the movement speed of the bees in this area of the bee hive. The faster 
the bees move, the harder it is to reassign them during the matching process with lower frame rates. 
However, around the hive the speed of the bees are lower and therefore more tracks are recorded for all 
of the frame rate settings. 

When comparing the different tracks in figure 10 one can observe that every frame rate setting cap
tures unique tracks of the bees. Even though, every frame rate setting works with the exact same detec
tions, lower FPS rates are still able to draw different tracks of incoming and outgoing bees, which the 
200 FPS setting is not able to capture. When not only focusing on incoming and outgoing bees but also 
all other bees which were not counted, we obtain a much more comprehensive overview of the traffic 
around the hive. This experiment can b e seen in figure 11. The tracks which do not belong to an object 
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Figure 10: Tracks of bees flying in (green) and bees flying out (red) with the four analyzed FPS settings 

that was finally counted in or out are colored in blue and make up the majority of tracks. It may be 
that these tracks belong to bees which only visit the hive and do not enter the hive. However, the more 
plausible hypothesis for the blue tracks is that these bees were lost by the counting system on the way to 
the hive or out of the hive and thus registered as new objects. The fact that a bee has been lost does not 
imply that it was not counted. It may be that a bee was counted as leaving the hive correctly and on the 
way out of the hive due to a number of false negative detections deregistered. The deregistration results 
from multiple failed attempts to reassign the same object after false negative detections. It may be either 
too far away from the last known detection and can not be matched with the current detection due to 
the thresholds aiou and ad. Or on the other hand, if the object suffered from false negative detections for 
more frames than the memory a disappeared allowed it to be. This is why it is vital to set these thresholds 
accordingly with an aim to optimize the matching process after false negative detections. 

Overall, the images in figure 10 and 11 are more colorful with higher frame rates than lower FPS 
settings. This is due to the fact that the counting system draws for every frame and every bee a dot and 
therefore 200 FPS visualizes for each object 8 times more points than for 25 FPS. This also results in more 
accurately monitored and therefore longer tracks of the bees. Both, the headless and visualized counting 
systems were streamlined to process 200 FPS videos and to track bees for one specific hive. There might 
be more potential with further optimization of the thresholds and improved object detection models. 
However, whenever it is possible to record a bee hive with high FPS settings, it is advisable to do so in 
order to closely track the activities of the objects and therefore study the accurate behavior of bees. 
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Figure 11: Tracks of bees flying in (green) and bees flying out (red) and bees not counted in or out (blue) 
with the four analyzed FPS settings 

BeelivingSensor Cloud Platform Project 

BeeLivingSensor is a long term project of the ETHZ-IMSB. It started previously with a team of the 
ETH DataLab that created TensorFlow models for bee tracking. We improved the object detection and 
tracking and provided our models, source code3 for the next teams and contributed in the application for 
a grant from Microsoft AI for Earth. Together with the project managers we defined the user and system 
functionality basic requirements as well as a concept of MVP and in spring 2020 we helped recruiting 
the following UZH team that would work building the Azure Platform. Based on the experiences with 
our work we provided knowledge-transfer and worked together with the UZH team to define process 
flows for the main functionality of the platform like adding new beehives, training new models and 
validating them. 

Future work 

There is a huge exploration space of the dimensions that can be changed to improve the object detection. 
However we believe that with our project we show that with a small number of images and training in 
one or two directions it is possible to reach high performance for the resulting models for the most 
common beehives. Research on augmentation methods like Cropping, Flipping, WGAN, Rotation [20], 
could be useful to tackle beehives with more complex backgrounds. 

The average 4% difference in recall that the general model showed against the top models of each 
hive opens the question if adding more data for training a general model might surpass this difference. 
An important consideration would be to constantly review the efforts against the gain in the perfor
mance of the models, because like we observed in the staged training, when mixing beehives that are 
not similar, some models actually reduced it's performance. 

3https:/ / github.com/GLopezMUZH/bee_tracking_NN/ and in ETHZ-NAS cluster 
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A promising area for future work would be to test FastYOW, that can reach up to 155 frames per 
second while still achieving double the mAP of other real-time detectors {18]. This additionally to the 
use of loT Raspberry Pi Cameras [2] and the easy implementation of loT devices in the Azure Platform 
could make a viable display of modular sensors that would reduce the traffic by avoiding the continuous 
upload of heavy video raw data, except for random samples for validation. 

The automated detection of the entrance of a bee hive could also facilitate the addition of new hives in 
a more automated fashion. As described in our report, we overcame this problem by manually drawing 
the entrance on top of a frame and then extrapolating the coordinates to a blank white image. This 
procedure is not transferable to another video with different angles and certainly not to a different bee 
hive. Another approach would be to provide the user two types of entrances (round, square) and advise 
the installation of the camera to comply by annotating the visual aspect field of the camera with the 
target location of the bee hive entrance. 

The future work regarding the inner working of tracking mainly focuses on the matching process. 
There exist at least two known methods to overcome false negative detections by predicting the motion 
and future location of the object. On the one hand, there is the application of a Kalman Filter as used 
in [13]. On the other hand, a trend is observable by applying a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) 
network in order to analyze the tracks of the bees and predict the target position as it is applied in [22]. 
When considering more advanced methods of tracking it has always be kept in mind that the majority of 
research is done by experimenting with tracking people or cars. Some techniques however, for example 
a specific feature extraction technique can be used in order to further distinguish between different 
objects, can only be partially applied to tracking bees, because bees do not differ in appearance as much 
as people or cars. It is likely that in the context of bees, future work has to rely mainly on spacial features 
instead of visual features. 

An important aspect to implement in future projects is testing the tracking of a specific video against 
a benchmark in order to optimize the thresholds of the MOT. This can be done by manually labeling the 
whole video length with bounding boxes and IDs. Then, the proposed assignments for every frame and 
every object can be compared to the ground truth and further analyzed for threshold optimization. 
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Our contribution to the BeeLivingSensor in the field of Object Detection was to prepare the leg work of 
testing different paths, generating the top ranking models that reach a F2-Score, and recall, higher of 90% 
for nine out of ten relevant hives (one with 0.89), like shown in Figure 4. This models were imported in 
the Azure platform. In the scope of our project we demonstrated that before investing efforts in label 
thousands of frames and processing all data for augmentation or training general models, it is worth 
exploring the effectiveness of the approaches by creating a standard cross-validation process. 

Especially when recording bees in different situations with varying camera settings, aspect angles, 
aspect ratios, camera location, bee hive background, light conditions and many more. These variations 
in the data foundation have to be compensated by the amount of data to get the object detection system 
to generalize well over all these varying conditions. In order to enable reasonable Multi-Object Tracking 
results in all these different scenarios, there has to be object detection models in place, which deliver 
consistent and reliable results. Because our results, we are inconclusive on the question if a general 
model that includes many more training images might reach a better performance than the models 
that were top, and how many more images in the training would be necessary to reduce the variance 
compared to the validation set or real-time video, we mention this in Future work. 

To summarize the second part of this report, we extended the model of [22] to five life stages and led 
the foundation for a counting system for bees almost from scratch. For every frame in an input video 
these five life stages are performed. First the bee hive entrance gets detected with a trick on a blank 
white image. Then the coordinates of the input video get extracted from a database and registered. To 
assign the coordinates of a subsequent frame, always the last frame f - 1 and the current frame f are 
analyzed and the coordinates get matched with already registered objects within a matching process. 
Whenever an object can not be matched, it will be noted as disappeared. The counting systems work 
with a memory to overcome false negative detections in order to reassign an object even though the 
coordinates are not present in the current frame f. If the memory is exhausted, the registered object gets 
deregistered from the registry. After the deregistration process, the past locations of these objects gets 
analyzed and counted towards incoming or outgoing bees. To conclude, we developed two counting 
systems that employ the same counting methodology but differ in the produced output. The visualized 
counting system outputs a video for the comprehension of the results and was mainly used during the 
development phase. In order to work towards a more efficient counting process running on a cloud 
platform, we also adjusted the visualized counting system and cropped out the computationally expen
sive visualization part to only produce a summary of the traffic for the input video and the coordinates 
saved in the database beforehand. The counting systems deliver reasonable results for videos recorded 
with 200 frames per second. However, further development on the object detection part directly influ
ences the quality of the object tracking. Additionally, also the object tracking and counting is subject 
to improvement by considering more advanced methodologies for example in the matching process. 
However, the systems provide a novelty in tracking bees within a streamlined pipeline. 
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Table 14: Leaky vs Mish Activation Function Results 

Beehive 
name 

Trained Model TP FP FN Precision 
Activation 
function 
Chueried_Hempbox 

I Mish I single_hive/Chueried_Hempbox I 85l 6 
689 0.93 

Leaky on_qty_of_rrain_images/Echolinde_20 101 2663 575 0.04 
Chueried_HiveOl 

IMish I single_hive/ all_hives_trainP 
I 

1~~ I 0 2 1.00 
Leaky individual_training/Chueried_Hive0l_red70 4 44 0.96 
Chueried_Hive01_green80 

I 
1;~ I I Mish I single_hive/ alLhives_trainP 1 12 0.99 

Leaky individuaLtraining/ChueriedJfive01_red70 5 41 0.95 
Chueried_Hive01_red70 

IMish I single_hive/ all_hives_trainP 
I 

1;~ I 0 12 1.00 
Leaky individuaLtraining/Chueried_Hive0l_red70 14 39 0.87 
Clemens Red 

IMish I single_hive/Oem.ens Yellow I 185l 
49 151 0.79 

Leaky single_hive/ Oem.ens Yellow 201 51 135 0.80 
Clemens Yellow 

IMish I single_hive/Oem.ens Yellow I 370 I 114 116 0.76 
Leaky single_hive/Clem.ens Yellow 338 107 148 0.76 
Doettingen_Hivel 

I Mish r single_hive/DoettingenJiive1 1 12531 57 48 0.96 
Leaky on.....qty _of_rrain_images/Doettingen..._Hive1_160 1238 272 63 0.82 
Echo Iinde 

IMish I single_hive/Echolinde I 852l 
22 69 0.97 

Leaky on_qty_of_rrain_images/Echolinde_20 837 64 84 0.93 
Echolinde_Night 

I ~~I I Mish I single_hive/Echolinde_Night 63 24 0.87 
Leaky single_hive/Erlen_Hivell_Night 29 66 0.93 
Erlen_Hive04_diagonalview 

I Mish I single_hive/Erlen_Hive04_diagonalview I 563l 
18 44 0.97 

Leaky single_hive/Erlen_Hive04_diagonalview 522 46 85 0.92 
Erlen_Hive04_frontview 

Recall F2- score 

0.11 0.13 
0.15 0.09 

0.98 0.99 
0.67 0.71 

0.91 0.92 
0.69 0.73 

0.91 0.93 
0.70 0.73 

0.55 0.59 
0.60 0.63 

0.76 0.76 
0.70 0.71 

0.96 0.96 
0.95 0.92 

0.93 0.93 
0.91 0.91 

0.94 0.93 
0.85 0.86 

0.93 0.94 
0.86 0.87 

Fl-score 

0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
0.00 

NC: 
C:::J ... -· -·oc: "m :I".,. 

li.,. 
z -· .. 
'< 
~ 

.., 
Cll 



I~ I single_hive/Erlen_Hive04_frontview I 561 I 14 
Leaky single_hive/Erlen_Hive04_frontview 543 10 
Erlen_Hive04_smartphone 

I ~~I I ~ I single_hive/Erlen_Hive04_diagonalview 26 
Leaky single_hive/Erlen_Hive04_diagonalview 29 
Erlen_Hivett 

I Mish 
Leaky 

I single_hive/ all_hives_trainP 
individuaLtraining/ErlenJ-Iivell 1

1571 I 79 
1523 129 

Erlen_Hivett_Night I ~ I single_hive/Erlen_Hivell_Night I 710 I 38 
Leaky single_hive/Erlen_Hivell_Night 717 55 
Erlen_Hivetl_grayscale I ~ I single_hive/Erlen_Hivell_grayscale 
Leaky single_hive/Erlen_Hivell_grayscale 

1 15321 107 
1471 73 

Erlen_Hivett_red70 I ~ j single_hive/Erlen_Hivell_grayscale ) 1487) 85 
Leaky single_hive/Erlen_Hivell_grayscale 1354 51 
Froh14 

I~ I single...hive/Froh14 I ~a: I 38 
Leaky on_qty_of_trall\JITnages/Froh1~0 19 
Froh23_TreeCavity I ~ j single_hive/ all_hives_trainP 
Leaky single_hive/Froh23_TreeCavity 

) 140) 6 
121 102 

United Queens 

I~ I single_hive/ all_hives_trainP I 4031 5 
Leaky staged_2/Erlen_Hivell_ United Queens 385 4 

9 0.98 0.98 
27 0.98 0.95 

23 0.91 0.92 
47 0.90 0.84 

61 0.95 0.96 
109 0.92 0.93 

78 0.95 0.90 
71 0.93 0.91 

100 0.93 0.94 
161 0.95 0.90 

145 0.95 0.91 
278 0.96 0.83 

35 0.91 0.92 
134 0.94 0.68 

18 0.96 0.89 
34 0.54 0.78 

5 0.99 0.99 
23 0.99 0.94 

0.98 0.00 
0.96 0.00 

0.92 0.00 
0.85 0.00 

0.96 0.00 
0.93 0.00 

0.91 0.00 
0.91 0.00 

0.94 0.00 
0.91 0.00 

0.92 0.00 
0.85 0.00 

0.92 0.00 
0.72 0.00 

0.90 0.00 
0.72 0.00 

0.99 0.00 
0.95 0.00 

NC: 
C:::J ... -· -·oc: "m :I".,. 

li.,. 
z -· .. 
'< 
~ 

.., 
ca 





single_hive/Chueried_Hive01 Chueried_Hive01_red70 1 0.788 0.823 4 NC: 
C:::J 

individual_training/Chueried_Hive01 Chueried_Hive01_red70 1 0.78 0.816 5 ... -· -·oc: 
staged_2/all_fnD_hives_40 Chueried_Hive01_red70 1 0.712 0.756 6 "m :I".,. 
oiLqty _oLtrain.Jmages/Froh14...20 Chueried_Hive0l_red70 1 0.591 0.644 7 li.,. 

z -· .. 
staged_2/Doettingen_Echolinde_Erlen_ UnitedQueens_Froh14 Chueried_Hive01_red70 1 0.553 0.607 8 '< 
on_qty_of_trabn_nnages/Froh14_40 Chueried_Hive01_red70 1 0.515 0.57 9 0 .... 
single hive/Froh14 Chueried Hive01 red70 1 0.508 0.563 10 
single_hive/ClemensYellow ClemensRed 0.791 0.551 0.586 1 
single_hive/Doettingen_Hive1 ClemensRed 0.503 0.286 0.313 2 
single_hive/Froh23_TreeCavity Clemens Red 0.242 0.116 0.129 3 
staged_2/ allJID_hives_40 ClemensRed 0.436 0.08 0.095 4 
individual_training/Froh23_ TreeCavity ClemensRed 0.16 0.072 0.081 5 
single_hive/Erlen_Hive11_Night ClemensRed 0.273 0.05 0.06 6 
staged_2/Doettingen_Echolinde_Erlen_UnitedQueens ClemensRed 0.341 0.047 0.057 7 
individual_training/Erlen_Hive11 ClemensRed 0.304 0.047 0.056 8 
individual_training/Chueried_Hive01_red70 Clemens Red 0.077 0.049 0.053 9 
single_hive/Erlen._Hive04Jrontview ClemensRed 0.6 0.037 0.046 10 
single_hive/Clemens Yellow Clemens Yellow 0.764 0.761 0.762 1 
single_hive/Doettingen_Hive1 Clemens Yellow 0.578 0.22 0.251 2 
on_qty_of_trabn_images/Froh14_40 Clemens Yellow 0.105 0.046 0.052 3 
single_hive/Erlen_Hive11_Night Clemens Yellow 0.135 0.044 0.051 4 
staged_2/all_fnD_hives_40 Clemens Yellow 0.286 0.038 0.047 5 
individual_training/Froh23_ TreeCavity Clemens Yellow 0.063 0.038 0.041 6 
individual_training/Chueried_Hive01_red70 Clemens Yellow 0.066 0.036 0.04 7 
staged_2/Froh14_20_Chueried_Hive01 Clemens Yellow 0.065 0.027 0.03 8 
on_qty_oLtrabn_images/Froh14_20 Clemens Yellow 0.061 0.025 0.028 9 
single_hive/Erlen_Hive04_frontview Clemens Yellow 0.625 0.022 0.027 10 
single_hive/Doettingen_Hive1 Doettingen_Hive1 0.956 0.963 0.962 1 
staged_2/Doettingen_Echolinde_Erlen_UnitedQueens Doettingen_Hive1 0.955 0.947 0.949 2 
staged_2/ a11JID _hives_40 DoettingenJ-Iive1 0.959 0.919 0.927 3 
staged_2/Doettingen_Echolinde_Erlen_UnitedQueens_Froh14 Doettingen_Hivel 0.977 0.898 0.913 4 
on_qty _oLtrabn_images/Echolinde_20 Doettingen_Hive1 0.929 0.85 0.865 5 
on qty of train images/Echolinde 40 Doettingen Hive1 0.861 0.781 0.796 6 
staged_2/BeeWatch_Chueried_01_Erlen_Hive_11_Froh_23_UnitedQueens Doettingen_Hive1 0.948 0.76 0.792 7 
single_hive/Echolinde Doettingen_Hive1 0.926 0.76 0.788 8 

~ .... 



on_qty _of_train_images/Ech.olinde_80 Doettingen_Hive1 0.926 0.76 0.788 9 NC: 
C:::J 

staged_2/Erlen_Hive04_Hive11_United.Queens Doettingen_Hive1 0.965 0.679 0.722 10 ... -· -·oc: 
staged_2/Doettingen_Echolinde_Erlen_UnitedQueens Echolinde 0.962 0.938 0.943 1 "m :I".,. 
single.Jrlve/Echolinde Echolinde 0.975 0.925 0.935 2 li.,. 

z -· .. 
on_qty _of_train_images/Echolinde_80 Echolinde 0.975 0.925 0.935 3 '< 
on_qty _of_train_images/Echolinde_40 Echolinde 0.974 0.924 0.934 4 0 .... 
on qty of train images/Ech.olinde 20 Echolinde 0.964 0.925 0.933 5 
on_qty _of_train_images/Ech.olinde_10 Echolinde 0.964 0.913 0.923 6 
staged_2/all_fnD_ruves_40 Echolinde 0.963 0.909 0.919 7 
staged_2/Doettingen_Echolinde_Erlen_UnitedQueens_Froh14 Echolinde 0.982 0.885 0.903 8 
single.Jrlve/Doettingen_Hive1 Echolinde 0.947 0.884 0.896 9 
single_ruve/Erlen_Hive11_gral'scale Echolinde 0.95 0.784 0.812 10 
single_ruve/Echolinde_Night Echolinde_Night 0.866 0.944 0.928 1 
staged_2/all_fnD_ruves_40 Ech.olinde_Night 0.926 0.903 0.907 2 
single_ruve/Erlen_Hive11_Night Ech.olinde_Night 0.938 0.87 0.883 3 
single_ruve/Doettingen_Hive1 Echolinde_Night 0.888 0.806 0.821 4 
on.....qty _of_train.Jmages/Echolinde_20 Echolinde...Night 0.914 0.766 0.792 5 
staged_2/Doettingen_Echolinde_Erlen_UnitedQueens Echolinde_Night 0.96 0.722 0.76 6 
staged_2/BeeWatch_Chueried_Ol_Erlen_Hive_11_Froh_23_UnitedQueens Echolinde_Night 0.899 0.697 0.73 7 
staged_2/Doettingen_Echolinde_Erlen_UnitedQueens_Froh14 Echolinde_Night 0.976 0.66 0.705 8 
single_ruve/Erlen_Hive11_grayscale Ech.olinde_Night 0.972 0.65 0.697 9 
single_ruve/Echolinde Ech.olinde_Night 0.949 0.653 0.696 10 
single_ruve/Erlen_Hive04_diagonalview Erlen_Hive04_diagonalview 0.969 0.928 0.936 1 
staged_2/ aiU-ID.Jrlves_40 Erlen_Hive04_diagonalview 0.967 0.916 0.926 2 
staged_2/Doettingen_Echolinde_Erlen_UnitedQueens Erlen_Hive04_diagonalview 0.984 0.812 0.842 3 
single_ruve/Erlen_Hive04_srnartphone Erlen_Hive04_diagonalview 0.972 0.812 0.84 4 
single_ruve/Erlen_Hive04_frontview Erlen_Hive04_diagonalview 0.977 0.761 0.796 5 
staged_2/Erlen_Hive04_Hive11_United.Queens Erlen_Hive04_diagonalview 0.972 0.756 0.791 6 
staged_2/BeeWatch_Chueried_01_Erlen_Hive_11_Froh_23_UnitedQueens Erlen_Hive04_diagonalview 0.967 0.735 0.772 7 
staged_2/Doettingen.....Echolinde_Erlen.....UnitedQueens_Froh14 Erlen_Hive04_diagonalview 0.979 0.692 0.735 8 
individual_training/Erlen_Hive11 Erlen_Hive04_diagonalview 0.91 0.7 0.734 9 
single_ruve/Erlen_Hive11_grayscale Erlen_Hive04_diagonalview 0.909 0.679 0.715 10 
single ruve/Erlen Hive04 frontview Erlen Hive04 frontview 0.976 0.984 0.982 1 
staged_2/Doettingen_Echolinde_Erlen_UnitedQueens Erlen_Hive04_frontview 0.961 0.986 0.981 2 
staged_2/Erlen_Hive04_Hive11_United.Queens Erlen_Hive04_frontview 0.974 0.975 0.975 3 

~ 
N 



staged_2/ all_HD _hives_40 Erlen_Hive04_frontview 0.974 0.972 0.972 4 NC: 
C:::J 

staged_2/BeeWatch_Chueried_01_Erlen_Hive_11_Froh_23_UnitedQueens Erlen_Hive04_frontview 0.954 0.974 0.97 5 ... -· -·oc: 
staged_2/Doettingen_Echolinde_Erlen_UnitedQueens_Froh14 Erlen_Hive04_frontview 0.982 0.961 0.965 6 "m ::::r ... 

single.Jrlve/Erlen_Hive04...diagonalview Erlen_Hive04Jrontview 0.96 0.963 0.962 7 li.,. 
z -· .. 

single_hive/Erlen_Hive11_grayscale Erlen_Hive04_frontview 0.963 0.909 0.919 8 '< 
individual_training/Erlen_Hive11 Erlen_Hive04_frontview 0.975 0.898 0.913 9 0 .... 
staged 2/Erlen Hivell UnitedQueens Erlen Hive04 frontview 0.981 0.893 0.909 10 
staged_2/all_HD_hives_40 Erlen_Hive04_smartphone 0.959 0.93 0.936 1 
single_hive/Erlen_Hive04_smartphone Erlen_Hive04_smartphone 0.962 0.917 0.926 2 
single_hive/Erlen_Hive04_diagonalview Erlen_Hive04_smartphone 0.915 0.924 0.922 3 
staged_2/BeeWatch_Chueried_01.....Erlen_Hive_11_Froh_23_UnitedQueens Erlen_Hive04_smartphone 0.926 0.914 0.916 4 
staged_2/Erlen_Hive04_Hive11_UnitedQueens Erlen_Hive04_smartphone 0.967 0.881 0.897 5 
staged_2/Doettingen_Echolinde_Erlen_UnitedQueens_Froh14 Erlen_Hive04_smartphone 0.974 0.854 0.876 6 
staged_2/Doettingen_Echolinde_Erlen_UnitedQueens Erlen_Hive04_smartphone 0.972 0.808 0.836 7 
single_hive/Erlen_Hive04_frontview Erlen_Hive04_smartphone 0.976 0.805 0.834 8 
staged_2/Erlen_Hive11_UnitedQueens Erlen_Hive04_smartphone 0.939 0.811 0.834 9 
staged_2/Froh1 UO_ChueriecU-Iive01 Erlen_Hive04_smartphone 0.904 0.808 0.825 10 
staged_2/BeeWatch_ Chueried_Ol_Erlen_Hive_1l_Froh_23_UnitedQueens Erlen_Hivell 0.952 0.963 0.961 1 
individual_training/Erlen_Hive11 Erlen_Hivell 0.943 0.949 0.948 2 
staged_2/Erlen_Hive04_Hive11_UnitedQueens Erlen_Hivell 0.934 0.95 0.947 3 
single_hive/Erlen_Hive11_grayscale Erlen_Hivell 0.936 0.936 0.936 4 
staged_2/all_HD_hives_40 Erlen_Hivell 0.929 0.934 0.933 5 
staged_2/Doettingen_Echolinde_Erlen_UnitedQueens Erlen_Hivell 0.955 0.866 0.883 6 
single.Jrlve/Erlen_Hive11 Erlen_Hivell 0.95 0.861 0.877 7 
single_hive/Doettingen_Hive1 Erlen_Hivell 0.856 0.846 0.848 8 
single_hive/Erlen_Hive04_frontview Erlen_Hivell 0.971 0.795 0.825 9 
staged_2/Doettingen_Echolinde_Erlen_UnitedQueens_Froh14 Erlen_Hivell 0.97 0.773 0.806 10 
single_hive/Erlen_Hive11_grayscale Erlen_Hive11_grayscale 0.935 0.939 0.938 1 
staged_2/BeeWatch_Chueried_01_Erlen_Hive_11_Froh_23_UnitedQueens Erlen_Hive11_grayscale 0.97 0.919 0.929 2 
staged_2/ a1UID ...hives_40 Erlen_Hive11_grayscale 0.931 0.919 0.921 3 
staged_2/Erlen_Hive04_Hive1l_UnitedQueens Erlen_Hive11_grayscale 0.951 0.86 0.877 4 
individual_training/Erlen_Hive11 Erlen_Hive11_grayscale 0.966 0.83 0.854 5 
single hive/Echolinde Erlen Hivell_grayscale 0.913 0.803 0.823 6 
on_qty _of_train_images/Echolinde_80 Erlen_Hive11_grayscale 0.913 0.803 0.823 7 
on_qty _of_train_images/Echolinde_20 Erlen_Hive11_grayscale 0.856 0.794 0.806 8 

~ 
~ 



on_qty _of_train_images/Ech.olinde_40 Erlen_Hive11_grayscale 0.861 0.773 0.789 9 NC: 
C:::J 

staged_2/Doettingen_Echolinde_Erlen_UnitedQueens Erlen_Hive11_grayscale 0.968 0.722 0.761 10 ... -· -·oc: 
single_hive/Erlen_Hive11_Night Erlen_Hive11_Night 0.949 0.901 0.91 1 "m :I".,. 
staged...2/ a1UID _hives_40 ErlenJ-Iive11_Night 0.931 0.885 0.893 2 li.,. 

z -· .. 
single_hive/Erlen_Hive11_grayscale Erlen_Hive11_Night 0.904 0.857 0.866 3 '< 
staged_2/BeeWatch_ Chueried_Ol_Erlen_Hive_1l_Froh_23_UnitedQueens Erlen_Hive1l_Night 0.927 0.777 0.803 4 0 .... 
single hive/Echolinde Night Erlen Hive11 Night 0.912 0.712 0.745 5 
staged_2/Erlen_Hive04_Hive11_UnitedQueens Erlen_Hive11_Night 0.936 0.647 0.69 6 
individual_training/Erlen_Hive11 Erlen_Hive11_Night 0.927 0.645 0.686 7 
single_hive/Doettingen_Hive1 Erlen_Hive11_Night 0.785 0.657 0.679 8 
staged...2/Doettingen_Echolinde_Erlen.....UnitedQueens ErlenJ-Iive11...Night 0.94 0.579 0.627 9 
staged_2/Erlen_Hive11_UnitedQueens Erlen_Hive11_Night 0.979 0.53 0.584 10 
single_hive/Erlen_Hive11_gra~scale Erlen_Hive11_red70 0.946 0.911 0.918 1 
staged_2/BeeWatch_Chueried_01_Erlen_Hive_11_Froh_23_UnitedQueens Erlen_Hive11_red70 0.975 0.897 0.912 2 
staged_2/all_HD_hives_40 Erlen_Hive11_red70 0.952 0.89 0.902 3 
staged_2/Erlen_Hive04_Hive11_UnitedQueens Erlen_Hive11_red70 0.971 0.777 0.809 4 
staged...2/Doettingen_Echolinde_Erlen.....UnitedQueens ErlenJ-Iive11.....red70 0.97 0.755 0.79 5 
single_hive/Erlen_Hivell Erlen_Hivell_red70 0.975 0.746 0.783 6 
single_hive/Echolinde Erlen_Hive1l_red70 0.932 0.725 0.759 7 
on_qty _of_train_images/Ech.olinde_80 Erlen_Hive11_red70 0.932 0.725 0.759 8 
on_qty _of_train_images/Ech.olinde_40 Erlen_Hive11_red70 0.843 0.712 0.735 9 
on_qty _of_train_images/Ech.olinde_20 Erlen_Hive11_red70 0.863 0.708 0.735 10 
single_hive/Froh14 Froh14 0.91 0.916 0.915 1 
on.....qty _of_train_images/Froh14_80 Froh14 0.91 0.916 0.915 2 
on_qty _of_train_images/Froh14_160 Froh14 0.91 0.916 0.915 3 
on_qty_of_train_images/Froh14_40 Froh14 0.898 0.905 0.903 4 
on_qty_of_train_images/Froh14_20 Froh14 0.896 0.888 0.89 5 
staged_2/Froh14_20_Chueried_Hive01 Froh14 0.889 0.883 0.884 6 
staged_2/all_HD_hives_40 Froh14 0.904 0.878 0.883 7 
staged_2/Doettingen_Echolinde_Erlen.....UnitedQueens_Froh14 Froh14 0.915 0.874 0.882 8 
individual_training/Froh14 Froh14 0.897 0.874 0.878 9 
staged_2/BeeWatch_Chueried_Ol_Erlen_Hive_1l_Froh_23_UnitedQueens Froh14 0.901 0.866 0.873 10 
staged 2/BeeWatch Chueried 01 Erlen Hive 11 Froh 23 UnitedQueens Froh23 TreeCavity 0.959 0.886 0.9 1 
single_hive/Froh23_TreeCavity Froh23_TreeCavity 0.907 0.804 0.823 2 
individual_training/Froh23_ TreeCavity Froh23_TreeCavity 0.919 0.785 0.808 3 
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staged_2/ all_HD _hives_40 Froh23_TreeCavity 0.945 
single_hive/Erlen_Hive11_grayscale Froh23_TreeCavity 0.73 
single_hive/Erlen_Hive04_diagonalview Froh23_TreeCavity 0.921 
single.Jrlve/Erlen_Hive04...smartphone Froh23_TreeCavity 0.5 
staged_2/Doettingen_Echolinde_Erlen_UnitedQueens Froh23_TreeCavity 0.588 
single_hive/Erlen_Hive11 Froh23_TreeCavity 0.435 
staged 2/Doettingen Echolinde Erlen UnitedQueens Froh14 Froh23 TreeCavity 0.759 
staged_2/BeeWatch_Chueried_01_Erlen_Hive_11_Froh_23_UnitedQueens United Queens 0.988 
single_hive/UnitedQueens United Queens 0.985 
staged_2/Erlen_Hive11_UnitedQueens United Queens 0.985 
staged_2/Erlen_Hive04Jfive11_United.Queens United Queens 0.978 
staged_2/Doettingen_Echolinde_Erlen_UnitedQueens United Queens 0.961 
staged_2/all_HD_hives_40 United Queens 0.977 
staged_2/Froh14_20_Chueried_Hive01 United Queens 0.97 
staged_2/Doettingen_Echolinde_Erlen_UnitedQueens_Froh14 United Queens 0.984 
staged_2/ Chueried_Hive01_UnitedQueens United Queens 0.987 
single.Jrlve/Erlen_Hive04...diagonalview United Queens 0.984 

0.766 0.796 4 
0.697 0.703 5 
0.443 0.494 6 
0.469 0.475 7 
0.449 0.471 8 
0.476 0.467 9 
0.423 0.464 10 
0.988 0.988 1 
0.985 0.985 2 
0.968 0.971 3 
0.968 0.97 4 
0.968 0.967 5 
0.946 0.952 6 
0.944 0.949 7 
0.929 0.94 8 
0.914 0.928 9 
0.907 0.921 10 
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